
U.S. BANK STADIUM DOOR
PEDESTALS – SKOL VIKINGS!



Project Description
The Minnesota Vikings have to notify the NFL at least 90 

minutes before game time if the doors to the new U.S. 

Bank Stadium will be open or closed during the game. 

That is a little less time than a recent contractor gave 

Mactech for a critical machining project on the door 

assemblies at the new stadium, but not by much.



Mactech’s Value Added to the 
Project

Mactech received an inquiry that the main pedestal areas 

where the bearings for the doors fastened needed to be 

machined in-place. With a large construction job 

underway, and no time to waste before the season 

started, time was of the essence. With a 30” pillar located 

in the center of the area in question, the surface to be 

machined was from 40” diameter out to 80” diameter. 

Mactech was on-site the next morning to walk it down 

and review the technical details of the project. There was 

an upper and a lower surface for the �ve doors of the 

stadium, making ten total areas. Tolerances were tight as 

they didn’t want to have to shim the bearings in any way 

upon installation.



In short order, two 48” clamshell lathes were out�tted 

with reinforcing back plates, dual-set locators for 

fastening and adjusting the machine, and extended reach 

and travel single point slides. All ten surfaces were 

completed on schedule with a surface �nish better than 

125rms and �atness of less than .005” TIR or better on all 

surfaces.

Equipment Used 

Results
Mactech’s precision �eld machining work will ensure that 

Viking’s fans don’t “blow the doors o�” the stadium when 

they are cheering their team to victory. Here’s to a great 

football season ahead. Skol Vikings!

Thanks to Vikings Fan, and friend of Mactech, Mike Bremer 

for the Stadium Pics. Check out his show “Take a Hike, 

Mike” on Hasting Community TV.



Mactech is the leading global provider of machining tools, technologies and 
on-site solutions for the industrial machining industry.

THE INDUSTRY LEADER IN
FIELD MACHINING SOLUTIONS

WE DEVELOP
tools AND technicians tailored to meet 

the needs of the industry 

WE ARE
adaptable for any circumstance

 WE FOLLOW
a “Solutions” approach

 WE CREATE
quality, reliability, innovation  

EXPERIENCE
40+ Years of Experience 
in a variety of advanced 
industrial situations

EQUIPMENT
OEM of equipment Well 
maintained inventory

RESPONSIVENESS
24/7 - 365 Support 
Systems and processes 
adaptable to customer

TECHNICIANS
Talented techs with a 
wide array of field 
machining experience

TOOLING
Tooling and equipment 
can be customized for a 
specific job quickly

TRAVEL
Worldwide support 
Experienced Traveling 
Technicians



MACTECH LOCATIONS
For more information on contacting your nearest sales agent, 

contact us at info@mactechonsite.com

WORLDWIDE SUPPLIERS
Mactech proudly has representation across the globe.  
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United States of America

HEADQUARTERS
Mactech, Inc.
Red Wing, MN
1 (800) 328-1488

Mactech
Norton, OH
1 (330) 794-5971

Mactech
Paducah, KY
1 (270) 442-1559

Broussard, LA
1 (337) 839-2793

MACTECH 
OFFSHORE
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WEB: 
www.mactechonsite.com

Mactech
Perth, AUS
61 (08) 9455-6677

Mactech
Melbourne, AUS
61 (03) 9761-8448

Mactech
Brisbane, AUS
61 (439) 963-707
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